Re-posing the 'Muslim Question'
Workshop Day Two - June 27, 2014

9am  Breakfast in Sociology Seminar Room. Arts and Administration Building Room 4049D, Coffee and muffins/scones/fruit available.

9:30am  Play workshop with Aizzah Fatima
She will present her one-person play, "Dirty Paki Lingerie".

11am  Marital and Family Conflict and Divorce among North American Muslims
Julie Macfarlane, University of Windsor
Paper overview presented by: Mayanthu Fernando, University of California, Santa Cruz

11:45am  Religious Governance and the Negotiation of Piety
Amelie Barras, York University
Paper overview presented by: Valerie Amiraux, University of Montreal

Lunch  Catered on-site and time for a walk, if desired

1:30pm  Reifying Orthodoxy in Qualitative Research About Muslims
Jennifer Selby, Memorial University
Paper overview presented by: Sherene Razack, University of Toronto

2:15pm  Deconstructing Others within Muslim Religious Diversity in Canada
May Al-Fartousi, Brock University
Paper overview presented by: Amelie Barras, York University

3:15pm  Overview comments on "Religion and the Everyday" from Lori Beaman, University of Ottawa

4pm  Group discussion on "Reposing the Muslim Question" and next steps

Dinner  Free for participants (see workshop restaurant guide)